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From the CIO’s desk 

Sanjay Kumar  
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Global investors remained risk averse during the quarter amid disappointing news flow from 

emerging markets (EMs).  Economic woes in China worsened with the policymakers’ surprising 

move of devaluing its currency. This unleashed a wave of volatility in global equity, currency 

and commodity markets. This was followed by another round of monetary easing by China’s 

central bank. This led to a sharp sell-off in equities and currency depreciation across 

emerging economies (particularly export-oriented  countries). Brazil’s sovereign rating 

 downgrade by S&P to ‘Junk’ status amid mounting political problems and significant deterioration of its fiscal 

position further added to EM woes. 

 

The US FOMC’s decision of keeping rates unchanged in the September policy meeting did not provide the expected 

support to emerging market equities. The ‘status quo’ stance was triggered by heightened concerns about growth in 

China and other EMs. 

 

India, being an integral part of BRICS and the broader EM pack, was also impacted. However, its equity market and 

currency outperformed its peers over this period of global financial volatility. Significant equity capital outflows by 

FIIs were more than offset by increased domestic participation. Fixed income markets, however, remained broadly 

unscathed. 

 

Even as consensus growth estimates have been lowered post a lower-than-expected Q1 GDP print and unfavourable 

global economic scenario, a gradual domestic economic recovery remains on the cards. Further, despite a below 

normal monsoon inflation has been sustainably bettering estimates. This led to a surprise 50bps rate cut by RBI, 

accompanied by continued accommodative stance. Moreover, unlike other export-oriented emerging economies 

which are facing severe challenges on account of China slowdown and low commodity prices, India, being a net 

importer, stands to benefit.  

 

Domestic macro-economic fundamentals are expected to continue to improve. Even as private investments may take 

a few quarters to come back, the government has increased expenditure to revive the economy. In addition to this, 

increased operating leverage amid low input costs and expectations of a gradual demand revival, coupled with lower 

interest costs, are likely to result in improved corporate profitability.  

 

In the near-term, while global developments viz. Fed rate action and news flow from China may continue to keep 

markets volatile, Q2 FY16 earnings and Bihar elections remain key events to watch for on the domestic front.  

Nevertheless, India is in a sweet spot compared to peers and is likely to be favoured by foreign investors as a 

preferred investment destination, notwithstanding near-term volatility. As such, we remain positive on both fixed 

income and equity markets going forward.   
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Macro Economy

Wholesale Price Index (WPI) Inflation 

(%)
-2.2 -4.9 -2.7

Consumer Price Index (CPI)

Inflation (%)
5.0 3.7 -1.3

Gross Domestic product

(GDP Growth) %
7.5 7.0 -0.5

Index of Industrial

Production (IIP) (%)
3.0 4.2 1.2

Domestic Markets

Sensex Index 27781 26155 -5.9%

BSE Mid-cap Index 10680 10799 1.1%

10-year G-Sec India (%) 7.86 7.54 -0.32

10-year AAA Corporate Bond (%) 8.48 8.32 -0.16

Exchange rate (USD/INR) 63.7 65.6 3.0%

Global Markets

Dow Jones (U.S.) 17620 16285 -7.6%

FTSE (U.K.) 6521 6062 -7.0%

Shanghai Stock Exchange Composite 

Index (China)
4277 3053 -28.6%

Brent crude oil (USD/barrel) 63.6 48.4 -23.9%

Source: CSO, RBI, Bloomberg

Indicators Jun-15 Sep-15
Q-o-Q

Variation
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Glossary 

India equity market fares better than peers: Global and domestic 

equity markets saw huge volatility last quarter led by 1) continued 

negative cues from China (growth, currency devaluation), 2) 

weakness in commodity markets, 3) depreciation of emerging 

market (EM) currencies, and 4) Brazil sovereign rating downgrade 

to ‘Junk’ status. This led to widespread selling by FIIs from 

emerging equity markets, including India. On a relative basis, 

however, India’s equity market and currency performance was 

better than its peers.   
 

Fixed income market rallies: The US Federal Reserve (Fed) chose 

to keep rates unchanged citing negative external developments. 

This, along with a surprise 50bps cut by the RBI towards 

September-end, resulted in a significant rally in fixed income 

markets in September.  
 

Domestic economic data remains strong: On the domestic front, 

GDP growth slowed down a bit leading to lowered expectations for 

the fiscal. However, inflation, current account and fiscal deficit 

remained quite comfortable with robust outlook ahead.  

 
Economic review 

Growth slowed down in Q1 but gradual recovery on cards 

India’s GDP growth in Q1 FY16 (Apr-June 2015) came in at 7.0% Y-

o-Y, falling from 7.5% recorded in the previous quarter.  
 

Sector-wise growth: While industrial sector growth picked up to 

6.5% led by buoyant construction sector, services sector growth 

remained robust at 8.9%, albeit lower than 9.2% growth recorded 

the previous quarter. Agriculture growth at 1.9% surprisingly did not 

reflect much of unseasonal rainfall related winter crop damages.  
 

Growth expectations, after a modest Q1 and weak external 

environment, have been pared down. The RBI has now pegged FY16 

GDP growth at 7.4% vs. its earlier estimate of 7.6%. 
  

Further, industrial production growth and manufacturing PMI trend 

also continue to point towards a gradual revival in the industrial 

sector.   

 

 

Inflation remained low with comfortable outlook ahead 
 

Wholesale price index-based (WPI) inflation remained in the negative 

zone for the tenth consecutive month, falling further from -4.1% in 

July to -4.9% in August. This was led by a sharp drop in fuel & power 

inflation (-16.5%) and manufacturing inflation (-1.9%) in August.  
 

Consumer Price Index-based (CPI) inflation also remained quite 

comfortable at 3.7% in August, flat M-o-M but down significantly from 

June’s 5.4% print, despite a below normal monsoon. Sequential drop 

in miscellaneous inflation was partly offset by an inch-up in food and 

housing inflation. As such, the central bank lowered its inflation 

projection to 5.8% for January 2016 from 6.0% earlier, expecting it to 

fall further to 4.8% by March 2017. 
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RBI cuts repo by 50bps amid low inflation 

After a pause in August policy meeting, RBI surprised with a 50bps 

cut in the policy rate (repo rate) to 6.75% in the September 

meeting. This was led by 1) lower-than-expected inflation prints 

over last few months despite below normal monsoon, 2) weak 

capacity utilization levels, and 3) bearish outlook of commodity 

prices amid global slowdown. This has translated into cumulative 

rate cut of 125bps since January 2015. 
  

While RBI has maintained its accommodative stance, focus in the 

near-term has shifted to liaising with the government in ensuring 

effective monetary transmission. 
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Policy rates are down 125bps in this calendar year 
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Other regulatory announcements by RBI 
 

In addition to the 50bps rate cut, RBI also announced a host of 

other regulatory policies. These include: 

• Increase in capital availability for lending to the corporate 

sector by reducing ceiling on banks’ statutory liquidity ratio 

(SLR), 

• Increase in FPI (foreign portfolio investors) limit in government 

securities in a phased manner and creating a new limit for state 

development loans,   

• Rationalization of risk weights based on loan-to-value (LTV) 

ratios for individual housing loans, and 

• Ease of overseas borrowing norms for corporates by allowing 

issuance of rupee denominated bonds with a minimum maturity 

of five years.   

 Government on track to meet fiscal deficit target for FY16 

A sharp 36.2% Y-o-Y surge in indirect tax collections and a record 

surplus transfer of Rs 659bn from RBI led to narrowing of the fiscal 

deficit during Apr-Aug 2015 to 66.5% of the full year target as 

compared to 77.6% during Apr-Aug 2015. This was accompanied by 

a meaningful pick-up in government expenditure. For FY16, the 

government remains committed to meeting its fiscal deficit target 

of 3.9% without incurring any expenditure cut. 

External vulnerability comfortably low 

While Current Account Deficit (CAD) rose sequentially to 1.2% of 

GDP in Q1 FY16 (Apr-June 2015) from 0.3% in Q4 FY15, it was much 

lower than 1.6% reported in Q1 FY15 (Apr-June 2014). The RBI 

expects CAD to remain quite comfortable at 1.2% and 1.4% of GDP 

in FY16 and FY17 respectively.  

INR outperformed EM currencies in the last quarter 

Strong accretion to reserves over last 18 months has considerably 

reduced India’s external vulnerability. As such, the INR has 

performed much better than other emerging market currencies in 

the last quarter.  

 
Equity Market review and outlook 
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Negative global cues dragged markets down: Indian markets fell 

sharply during the first two months of the quarter, negatively 

weighed by risk-off sentiments caused by growth concerns in 

emerging economies. Currency devaluation in China, coupled with 

Brazil’s sovereign rating downgrade to ‘Junk’ status, caused 

volatility in the equity, currency and commodity markets across 

EMs. In addition to this, uncertainty over the US Fed’s rate hike 

action further weighed on market sentiments. This led to 

significant foreign capital outflows from Indian equity markets, 

amounting to ~US$ 2.6bn during the quarter. However, it was more 

than compensated by domestic institutional investors, who 

invested a total of US$4.1bn on a net basis in the last quarter. 
 

Domestic scenario: On the domestic front, while economic data 

broadly remained upbeat, challenges faced by the government in 

passing crucial economic reforms dampened investor sentiments. 

Further, corporate earnings remained muted in the first quarter, 

accompanied by downward revisions in consensus estimates.  

 

  However, markets recovered towards the second half of 

September, first led by the US Fed’s decision to pause and later by 

RBI’s surprise 50bps rate cut.   

Sector-wise performance 

Majority of the sector indices ended in red last quarter. Metal 

sector was the biggest laggard, with the S&P BSE Metal index down 

26.8% as commodities extended losses amid possibility of lower 

demand from China. Other sectors which reported decline in 

double digits include Capital Goods, Infrastructure and Oil & Gas 

sectors, falling by ~12-14% in the last quarter. 

However, Information Technology and Healthcare sectors were the 

only ones to report positive returns last quarter led by INR 

depreciation. While the S&P BSE IT Index gained 10.8%, S&P BSE 

Healthcare Index rose by 7.3%.   

Equity Market Outlook 

On the global front, uncertainty around the timing of the US Fed 

rate hike, coupled with news flow from China and other EMs, is 

likely to keep global equity markets volatile in the near-term. 

India, as an integral part of the broader EM pack, is unlikely to 

remain unscathed amidst this broad-based EM concern.  

However, India is expected to continue to outperform its peers on 

the back of improving macro- economic fundamentals. Domestic 

earnings are likely to see some recovery from second half onwards 

led by a gradual demand pick-up, falling interest costs, and lower 

input costs. Notwithstanding near-term volatility, outlook of equity 

markets remains robust from a medium to long term perspective.  

Fixed Income Market review and outlook 

10-year benchmark yield performance chart 
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Despite global headwinds and uncertainty around the US Fed rate 

hike action, Indian fixed income market emerged broadly unscathed 

over the first two months of the quarter, signaling strong domestic 

macro-economic fundamentals. Yields softened substantially in 

September with the 10 year benchmark yield falling by ~25bps during 

the month to 7.5%. 

Global scenario: On the global front, the US Fed kept policy rates 

unchanged in its policy meeting on 16-17 September, accompanied 

with a dovish commentary, citing weakening external environment. 

Moreover, concerns of growth slowdown in China led to further 

decline in commodity prices. This, in turn, kept inflation under check 

despite below normal monsoon. 
  

Domestic scenario: On the domestic front, inflation sustainably 

bettered estimates, resulting in a higher-than-expected 50bps rate 

cut by RBI towards September-end. Further, the central bank also 

announced easing of FPI limits in government securities to 5% of the 

outstanding position and created a separate limit for state 

development loans of 2%, both to be done in a phased manner by 

March 2018. This further improved sentiments of bond market 

investors. 

Fixed Income Market Outlook 

We expect fixed income markets to continue to remain buoyant going 

forward led by 1) sustenance of RBI’s accommodative stance after 

the recent 50bps rate cut, 2) increased foreign institutional investor 

participation in government securities amid gradual relaxation of 

limits, and 3) government’s continued focus on fiscal consolidation.  

While some inch-up is expected over coming months, inflation is 

broadly expected to remain quite comfortable and within RBI’s 

targets. Overall, we are positive on the fixed income market and 

expect yields to ease further. Risks in the near-term include 

disappointment on inflation trajectory and US Fed rate hike.  



Gratuity Balanced

Portfolio Return Asset Classes

Equity

Government & Other Debt Securities

Portfolio Components

Portfolio return 1.3% 10.0% 9.9% 8.6%

Benchmark** 1.1% 8.7% 9.9% 7.7% Security Rating Net Assets

Note: Past returns are not indicative of future performance. GOVERNMENT SECURITY

8.28% GOI 2027 Sovereign 10.91%

7.88% GOI 2030 Sovereign 10.71%

8.60% GOI 2028 Sovereign 10.65%

Asset Mix 8.15% GOI 2026 Sovereign 6.49%

TOTAL 38.76%

CORPORATE BOND

RELIANCE GAS TRANSPORT. INFRA. AAA 7.83%

HOUSING DEVELOPMENT FIN. CORPN. AAA 2.94%

L I C HOUSING FINANCE LTD. AAA 2.38%

TATA SONS LTD. AAA 2.13%

TOTAL 15.28%

EQUITY

INFOSYS LTD. 2.80%

H D F C BANK LTD. 2.17%

HOUSING DEVELOPMENT FINANCE CORPN. LTD. 1.67%

Equity Sector Exposure I C I C I BANK LTD. 1.46%

LARSEN & TOUBRO LTD. 1.34%

TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICES LTD. 1.24%

I T C LTD. 1.16%

MARUTI SUZUKI INDIA LTD. 1.15%

RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LTD. 1.08%

SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDS. LTD. 1.04%

AXIS BANK LTD. 1.04%

Others 14.97%

TOTAL 31.12%

CASH AND MONEY MARKETS 14.84%

PORTFOLIO TOTAL 100.00%

Credit Rating Profile

Maturity by Profile NAV Movement

SFIN No: ULGF00205/06/04GRABALANCE117

As on September 30 2015

as on September 30 2015

Returns

Absolute Return CAGR Return

Last 6 

Months

Last 1

Year

Last 3

Years

Last 5

Years

Since

Date of Inception: July 07,2009

N
A

V
 (

In
 R

s.
)

Inception

9.3%

8.7%

** Benchmark return has been computed by applying benchmark weightages on CNX Nifty for Equity and 
CRISIL Composite Bond Fund Index for Debt

UNIT-LINKED Fund 

Investment Objective: To generate capital appreciation and current income, through a judicious mix of investments in equities and fixed income securities. 

Investment Philosophy: The fund will target 30% investments in Equities and 70% investments in Government & other debt securities to meet the stated objectives. 
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Gratuity Debt

Portfolio Return Asset Classes

Government & Other Debt Securities

Portfolio Components

Portfolio return 3.9% 12.2% 8.2% Security Rating Net Assets

Benchmark** 4.3% 12.6% 9.1% GOVERNMENT SECURITY

Note: Past returns are not indicative of future performance. 7.72% GOI 2025 Sovereign 11.11%

7.88% GOI 2030 Sovereign 10.04%

8.17% GOI 2044 Sovereign 6.86%

9.15% GOI 2024 Sovereign 5.96%

Asset Mix 9.23% GOI 2043 Sovereign 4.43%

8.40% GOI 2024 Sovereign 3.43%

8.60% GOI 2028 Sovereign 2.33%

9.20% GOI 2030 Sovereign 1.53%

8.13% GOI 2045 Sovereign 1.14%

Others 0.11%

TOTAL 46.94%

CORPORATE BOND

TATA SONS LTD. AAA 7.99%

RELIANCE PORTS & TERMINALS LTD. AAA 6.02%

INFRASTRUCTURE LEASING & FIN. SERV. AAA 5.94%

RURAL ELECTRIFICATION CORPN. LTD. AAA 5.70%

POWER FINANCE CORPN. LTD. AAA 5.64%

Credit Rating Profile L I C HOUSING FINANCE LTD. AAA 5.58%

RELIANCE GAS TRANSPORT. INFRA. AAA 3.48%

I D F C LTD. AAA 3.39%

POWER GRID CORPN. OF INDIA LTD. AAA 2.87%

HOUSING DEVELOPMENT FIN. CORPN. AAA 2.21%

TOTAL 48.82%

CASH AND MONEY MARKETS 4.24%

PORTFOLIO TOTAL 100.00%

Maturity by Profile NAV Movement

SFIN No: ULGF00105/06/04GRADEBTFND117

As on September 30 2015

Date of Inception: December 20, 2010

N
A

V
 (

In
 R

s.
)

as on September 30 2015

Returns

Absolute Return CAGR Return

Last 6 Months
Last 1

Year

Last 3

Years

Since

Inception

9.5%

8.7%

** Benchmark return has been computed by applying benchmark weightages on CRISIL Composite Bond 
Fund Index

UNIT-LINKED Fund 

Investment Objective: To earn regular income by investing in high quality fixed income securities.  

Investment Philosophy: The fund would target 100% investments in Government & other debt securities to meet the stated object ives. 
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Glossary 

Quantitative Indicators 

Macroeconomic Indicators 

• Gross Domestic Product (GDP) (Quarterly) - It is the market value of all final goods and services produced within 

a country. This indicator is used to gauge the health of a country's economy. 
 

• Fiscal Deficit – This takes place when India's expenditure rises than its revenue. To fill this gap, the Government 

raises debt by issuing Government/ sovereign bonds. Fiscal deficit is usually compared with GDP to understand the 

financial position of the country. Rising fiscal deficit to GDP ratio is not good for the country, which requires 

immediate attention to cut expenditure and/or increase the source of revenue. 
 

• Current Account Deficit (Quarterly) - It is a deficit where India's foreign currency outflows are higher than 

inflows. This indicates that the country is a net debtor of foreign currency, which increases the pressure on the 

country's existing foreign currency reserves. Current account surplus is the opposite of this. 
 

• Index of Industrial Production (IIP) (Monthly) – The index represents the production growth of various sectors in 

India. The index focuses on mining, electricity and manufacturing. The ongoing base year for calculation of index is 

2004-2005. 
 

• Wholesale Price Index (WPI) (Monthly) - The index represents the rate of growth of prices of a representative 

basket of wholesale goods. The index mainly represents manufacturing (64.97%), primary articles (20.12%) and fuel 

& power (14.91%). 
 

• Consumer Price Index (CPI) (Monthly) - The index represents the rate of growth of price level of a basket of 

consumer goods and services sold at retail or purchased by households. 

 

• HSBC Purchasers Managers’ Index (PMI) (Monthly) – Three types of indices – Manufacturing, Services and 

Composite Index are published on a monthly basis after surveys of private sector companies. An index reading 

above 50 indicates an overall increase in that variable, while below 50 shows an overall decrease. 

 

• Standard Deviation (SD) - It shows how much the variation or dispersion of a fund’s daily returns has from its 

average. Lesser SD indicates that the daily returns are moving closer to the average. A higher SD indicates that 

daily returns are widely spread over a large range of value. 
 

• Beta – It indicates how the fund is performing relative to its benchmark. If beta of a fund is higher than its 

benchmark, which is considered 1, it indicates risk-return trade-off is better and vice-versa. 
 

• Sharpe Ratio – It measures the risk-reward ratio as it indicates whether higher returns come with higher or lower 

risk. Greater the ratio, better is the risk-adjusted performance. 
 

• Average Maturity – It is the weighted average period of all the maturities of debt securities in the portfolio.  
 

• Modified Duration (MD) – It is the measurable change in the value of a security in response to a change in interest 

rates. 
 

• Yield To Maturity (YTM) – It is the expected rate of annual return on a bond if it is held till maturity. The 

calculation assumed that all interest payments are reinvested at the same rate as the bond’s current yield. 

Back 10 | Page 
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Market Indices 

Fixed Income Indicators 

• CNX Nifty Index – It is a well diversified 50 stock index accounting for 22 sectors of the economy. It is used for a 

variety of purposes such as benchmarking fund portfolios, index based derivatives and index funds. 
 

• CRISIL Composite Bond Fund Index - It seeks to track the performance of a debt portfolio that includes 

government securities and AAA/AA rated corporate bonds. 

• Repo Rate - The rate at which the RBI lends money to commercial banks is called repo rate. It is an instrument of 

monetary policy. Whenever shortage of funds banks has, they can borrow from the RBI. 
 

• Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR) - CRR is the amount of funds which the banks need to keep with the RBI. If the RBI 

decides to increase the CRR, the available amount with the banks comes down. The RBI uses the CRR to drain out 

excessive money from the system. 
 

• Marginal Standing Facility (MSF) – It is a rate at which the RBI provides overnight lending to commercial banks 

over and above the repo window (repo rate). The interest rate charged is higher than the repo rate and hence it is 

used when there is considerable shortfall in liquidity. 
 

• Statutory Liquidity ratio (SLR) – In India, commercial banks are required to maintain a certain percentage of 

their total deposits (net demand and time liabilities) in notified Government securities to ensure safety and 

liquidity of deposits. This percentage is known as the SLR rate.  If the RBI or Central Bank reduces the SLR rate, it 

means that higher liquidity will be available to banks for their lending activity and vice-versa. 

11| Page 

Others 

• Foreign Currency Non-Resident (Bank) (FCNR (B)) - It is an account that allows non-resident Indian or a person of 

Indian origin to keep his deposits in foreign currency. Hassles of conversion can be reduced through such types of 

accounts. 
 

• Swap – It is a derivative contract between two parties that occurs at a future date. It is used to hedge risk related 

to interest rates, currency and commodities movement. The counterparties exchange cash flows, if any, related to 

the instrument involved in the transaction.  

 



About Us 

PNB MetLife India Insurance Company Limited (PNB MetLife) is one of the fastest growing life 

insurance companies in the country, having as its shareholders, MetLife International Holdings LLC. 

(MIHL), Punjab National Bank Limited (PNB), Jammu & Kashmir Bank Limited (JKB), M. Pallonji and 

Company Private Limited and other private investors, with MIHL and PNB being the majority 

shareholders. PNB MetLife has been present in India since 2001. 

 

PNB MetLife brings together the financial strength of a leading global life insurance provider, MetLife, 

Inc., and the credibility and reliability of PNB, one of India's oldest and leading nationalised banks. 

The vast distribution reach of PNB together with the global insurance expertise and product range of 

MetLife makes PNB MetLife a strong and trusted insurance provider.  

 

PNB MetLife is present in over 150 locations across the country and serves customers in more than 

8,000 locations through its bank partnerships with PNB, JKB and Karnataka Bank Limited. 

  

PNB MetLife provides a wide range of protection and retirement products through its Agency sales of 

over 14,000 financial advisors and multiple bank partners, and provides access to Employee Benefit 

plans for over 1,800 corporate clients in India. The company continues to be consistently profitable 

and has declared profits for last five Financial Years. 

 

 

For more information, visit www.pnbmetlife.com  

Customer Helpline No. 

Fax 

Email 

SMS HELP to 5607071 
(Special SMS Charges Apply) 

1800-425-6969 (Toll Free) (Within India only) 

Or 91-80-26502244 (8am – 8pm) 

IVR available 24*7 with your policy details 

080-41506969 

indiaservice@pnbmetlife.co.in 
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PNB MetLife India Insurance Co. Ltd. 
(Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India 

(IRDAI of India), Life Insurance Registration No.117) 
Registered Office: 'Brigade Seshamahal', 

5 Vani Vilas Road, 
Basavanagudi, Bangalore-560004. 

Tel: +91 80-2643 8638. 
Toll Free: 1-800-425-6969 

www.pnbmetlife.com 

PNB MetLife India Insurance Company Limited (Formerly known as MetLife India Insurance Co. Ltd.), Registered office address: 

Brigade Seshamahal 5, Vani Vilas Road, Basavanagudi, Bangalore-560004, Karnataka. IRDAI Registration number 117. CI No.: 

U66010KA2001PLC02B883, Phone: 080-66006969/26438638, Fax: 080-22421970, Website: www.pnbmetlife.com, Email: 

indiaservice@pnbmetlife.co.in. Insurance is the subject matter of the solicitation. PNB MetLife is an affiliate of MetLife, Inc.        

LD/2015-16/150  EC130.   
 

• For more details on risk factors, terms and conditions, please read product sales brochure carefully before concluding a sale  

• Unit-Linked Life Insurance products are different from the traditional insurance products and are subject to the risk factors  

• The premium paid in Unit-Linked Life Insurance Policies are subject to investment risks associated with capital markets and the NAVs 

of the Units may go up or down based on the performance of Fund and factors influencing the capital market and the insured is 

responsible for his/her decisions • The name of the Insurance Company and the name of the Unit-Linked Life Insurance contract does 

not in any way indicate the quality of the contract, its future prospects or returns. Please know the associated risks and the applicable 

charges, from your Insurance agent or the Intermediary or the Policy Document • The various Funds offered are the names of the 

Funds and do not in any way indicate the quality of these plans, their future prospects and returns. The Unit-Linked Funds don't offer a 

guaranteed or assured return • The premium shall be adjusted on the due date even if it has been received in advance. 
 

The fund update provided by PNB MetLife India Insurance Company Limited (“PNB MetLife”) is for general informational purposes only. 

This information is not intended as investment advice, or as an endorsement, recommendation or sponsorship of any company, 

security, or fund. The opinions and analyses included in the information are based from sources believed to be reliable and written in 

good faith, but no representation or warranty, expressed or implied is made as to their accuracy, completeness or correctness. PNB 

MetLife cannot and do not assess or guarantee the suitability or profitability of any particular investment, or the potential value of any 

investment or informational source. You should seek the advice of a qualified securities professional before making any investment. 

The information contained herein does not suggest or imply and should not be construed, in any manner, a guarantee of future 

performance. Past performance does not guarantee future results. 
 

"The products on CNX Nifty Indexis not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by India Index Services & Products Limited (IISL). IISL 

does not make and expressly disclaims any representation or warranty, express or implied (including warranties of merchantability or 

fitness for particular purpose or use) regarding the advisability of investing in the products linked to CNX Nifty Index or particularly in 

the ability of the CNX Nifty Index to track general stock market performance in India. Please read the full Disclaimers in relation to the 

CNX Nifty Index in the Offer Document / Prospectus / Information Statement". 
 

Indices provided by CRISIL 
 

CRISIL Indices are the sole property of CRISIL Limited (CRISIL). CRISIL Indices shall not be copied, retransmitted or redistributed in any 

manner for any commercial use. CRISIL has taken due care and caution in computation of the Indices, based on the data obtained from 

sources, which it considers reliable. However, CRISIL does not guarantee the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of the Indices and is 

not responsible for any errors or for the results obtained from the use of the Indices. CRISIL especially states that it has no financial 

liability whatsoever to the users of CRISIL Indices. 

 

Compound annual growth rate (CAGR) is rounded to nearest 0.1% 

Back 

“The marks “PNB”,“   ”, and “MetLife” are the registered trademarks of Punjab National Bank and Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, respectively. PNB MetLife India Insurance 
Company Limited is a licensed user of these marks” 

“BEWARE OF SPURIOUS CALLS AND FICTITIOUS/FRADULENT OFFERS”  
IRDAI clarifies to the public that 

IRDAI or its officials do not involve in activities like sale of any kind of insurance or financial products nor invest premi ums 

IRDAI does not announce any bonus. Public receiving such phone calls are requested to lodge a police complaint along with det ails of phone call number 


